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4.9Wonderful!

Cane Bay Area - North side St. Croix
4/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Daniel B.

Central location was perfect for our ability to get to the east or west side of the island. We have been
to St. John USVI previously and St. Croix USVI is substantially larger. Kitchen and common area were
great for our group. Kitchen layout worked very well for meal prep as we ate in a great deal during the
stay. Well stocked with multiple place settings and cups so we did not have to run the dishwasher at
all till the last day. Deck and pool area were smaller than visualized in the photos but worked well for
the stay. The Home literally is right on the water - views were stunning. with the sound of the pounding
surf a nice reminder we are on vacation!

Published Mar 22, 2023

PEACE, Peace, peace,
5/5 Stayed Nov 2022
Dan O. Lake County, Florida

This is a completely secure property with a remote control gate, total privacy, and a non-stop
opportunity to sit and watch the surf wash up onto the rocky shore below you while looking out at the
blue sea. The beach is very close, as are several restaurants and bars.

All the modern amenities are here and the property manager was very patient in waiting for us as our
flight arrival was delayed several times. He met us at the airport, guided to a market and then gave an
orientation at the home. We were also easily able to contact the owner, Alan, as needed, who was
helpful and gracious.

We’d stay here again if we make it back to St. Croix.

Published Nov 23, 2022

Beautiful location
5/5 Stayed Oct 2022
Melissa R.



We throughly enjoyed our stay. Host was very responsive.

The house was very hot upn arrival. We were told the AC was broken, but would be fixed. It took 2
days and the owner did credit us for one night for the inconvenience. There was also no propane, so
we were unable to make breakfast . That was corrected as well.

The parking is beyond tight. You can barely back a 2 door jeep into the tiny space. There is space on
the road to park, but I would not advise doing that. Our rental car was hit during the night and had right
fender damage. We were able to get a new rental car withinimal hassle.

It would also be helpful if the owner left a House instructions book. Check in/out information. Trash
day, pool etc. But he did communicate check out policy though VRBO, but I really did want the bother
of having to check my phone.

The view was spectacular. The pool. Was great, however by the end of our stay it was looking a bit
dirty so we didn't use it. I

Overall an excellent vacation. We would stay again.

Published Oct 22, 2022

Host’s response:
I’m glad you enjoyed your stay with us! I’m truly sorry the were some residual issues from the
recent tropical storm upon your arrival and did my best to address them for you right away. I had
been assured that propane would be delivered prior to your arrival, but apparently the delivery
truck broke down. Fortunately, my property manager was able to install a backup tank for you. I’m
not sure why you were unable to cook breakfast since there is also an electric cooktop at the villa,
but I hope you enjoyed breakfast out at one of the fun breakfast spots in town. Although the
portable AC unit that was at the villa when you arrived does cool things off, it can take a little
while. Fortunately we were able to have a new mini split unit installed shortly after you arrived.
Its’s unfortunate that someone hit your rental car when it was parked on the street, although cars
have parked there for our villa and the neighboring villa for years without incident. It is important
to park off the pavement, however. While all pertinent information about the villa is available
online, I do check in with guests periodically to make sure everything is ok and wish you had let
us know about the pool situation. We, of course, provide weekly pool service, but are always
happy to address any issues with the pool that may come up during your stay. It turns out there
there was a problem with the pump and it’s critical to address pool issues ASAP in the Caribbean.

Thanks for staying with us and for your feedback!



Oceanview at Canebay
4/5 Stayed Sep 2022
Tina J.

We had a wonderful time in Saint Croix, even after being delayed 2 days because of hurricane Fiona.
The host was very easy to work with and allowed us to adjust our stay. We had a greater meet us
outside of the airport to the grocery store then to the Villa. A couple of snags with the central AC and
gas not working, but there was fans and a portable AC and 2 burner electric stove top to
accommodate us and the host was awesome in trying to get it fixed. The house views and infinity pool
was our highlight plus the great weather! It was very quiet this time of year and was disappointed with
Christiansted and Frederiksted (except for The Fred outdoor bar). Canebay is very small but walking
distance. The roads are narrow with no sidewalks, but plenty of huge potholes, so be aware when
driving. At night, the mosquitoes are bad. We were also delayed1 day going home due to hurricane
Ian, but the host was great and allowed us another day vs having to find a hotel. Great trip overall!

Published Oct 5, 2022

Host’s response:
I’m glad you enjoyed your stay and that we were able to accommodate your late arrival due to the
recent tropical storm and your late departure due to the hurricane in Florida. While we always like
everything to be perfect for our guests, unfortunately electrical disruptions during the storm
caused a circuit board to blow in the AC and propane delivery was unavailable in the aftermath of
the storm. Fortunately we were able to provide a portable AC unit and an electric cooktop.

The bar at The Fred is nice for sunset cocktails and has a fun Miami Beach kind of vibe, although
we can’t recommend the restaurant there because the food and service tend to be below par.
Although Christiansted and Frederiksted tend to be quiet at this time of year, we find that most of
our guests enjoy the beautiful Danish colonial architecture, fine restaurants, and numerous shops
and galleries that the towns have to offer.

While St. Croix has been somewhat infamous for its potholes over the years, FEMA has allocated
several hundred million dollars for road repairs and major work has been done on the roads
leading to the villa in the last couple of weeks. They are re-paving the North Shore Road right
now!

I’m sorry you had issues with mosquitoes during your stay. It must have had something to do with
the tropical storm since bugs are usually not an problem at the villa because of its breezy location
on the water; I sleep with the sliders and screen doors open when I’m in residence.

Thank you for staying with us and taking the time to provide you feedback!



Cane Bay Getaway
5/5 Stayed Aug 2022
Harold B. Tennessee

I love the northside of the island and this is the perfect location. Seclusion close to everything in Cane
Bay, so nice to come back and relax after a day of driving around the island. Well maintained property.
Would stay here anytime!

Published Sep 14, 2022


